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Experience ….. Everyday is a school day

APEX programmes completed on Aerodromes in Middle 
East, Europe, India, China, Africa, North & South America

APEX programmes provide industry experts on
The following aerodrome subjects:
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Reactive  - Hazard & Risks Management

tells the correct time twice a 
day

‘even a broken clock’



What we once accepted

Construction of a pipeline 1950’s Decommissioning of the same pipeline - 2013

Risk - Consequences of getting it wrong

Expected – At least one death per 
floor



Risk - Consequences of getting it wrong

Reputational Consequences

 125 million Mars orbiter 

 An engineering team used imperial 
units of measurement 

 While the agency’s team used the 
metric system for a key



Risk - Consequences of getting it wrong

Not fit to lead

xxxxx

Corporate Consequences



Who Are the IAA ?

Canada 4.62%

France 5.50%

UK Europe 6.05%

Ireland 7.72%

USA 8.87%

Netherlands 
Europe

11.65%

Brazil 13.51%

Germany 15.80%

Czech Republic 16.18%

Australia 16.62%

New Zealand 16.41%

Expert View - Safety Ranking (ICAO Report)

Reactive  - Hazard & Risks Management



 When anyone asks me how i can best describe my 40 years career in respect of 
danger, I merely say uneventful, …………………

…………..nor was I ever in any predicament that threatened disaster.

Captain WH Smith.
went down with his ship

Human factors

Titanic”

Case Study of a leading project of it’s time
Interview with  the Project Manager.  

 Poorly cast wrought-iron rivets 
 The Titanic had been sailing too fast to break 

speed record
 There had not been enough lifeboats on board.
 Absence of binoculars in the crow's nest 
 The senior radio operator had not passed on a 

crucial ice warning 
 Too little attention to iceberg warnings
 "The message, not coded correctly as it was not 

prefixed with "MSG" ("Masters' Service Gram"), 
which would have required a personal 
acknowledgement from the captain.



Now for your opinion?


